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HAVE READ with great interest the

stories and commentaries in the

August edition of the Kingsley Klarion

and in the Racing Post about Peter Savill’s

blueprint for racing, and the suggestion of a

reduction of some 300 meetings a year. 

This latter idea would make sense if the

prize-money of those 300 races were to be

added to the remaining races (although it

will still be the same overall pot of money,

just distributed among fewer races). If not,

it doesn't make sense. So there will be bigger

fields, but it will be more competitive and so

you are less likely to win a race. For me, as

an owner, I like small fields because it

increases the chance to win or be placed. Big

fields suit only the bookmakers, not owners. 

Should everything be centred on the

bookmakers? Probably not, as their

contribution to prize-money is not enough.

Compare the situation in Britain with that in

France, as an example. The French have a

state betting monopoly. The government

takes a fair share of the turnover, and all the

rest goes back into racing. That finances the

racetracks, training centres, prize-money and

the employment of thousands of people. 

If you win a maiden in France, the prize-

money will cover nine months of training

fees; in the UK, half a month. I made exactly

this calculation with Casi Crudo, the three-

year-old gelding I had with Johnston Racing.

I believe he might have won a maiden before

this year ended. The gross prize-money

would have been £3,000  --  and net in my

pocket after all expenses would have been

about £1,500.  

That’s the reason I sold him, even though

I believed he might get better with age. In

France, had he had one win and a place, he

would have paid for himself and so then I

would have kept him. In England, transport

to the races and entry fees are big costs. In

France, each owner gets a €3,000 allowance

annually paid by France Galop to cover part

of those costs. Entry fees in races below

Group level are free of charge if the horse

runs. If you take out the horse, then there is

only a minor cost. Why can’t the BHA, or

whoever controls racing, come up with a

similar proposal? 

Mark said in his Straight Talking column

in the August Klarion: ‘We lack sufficient

owners who are willing or able to keep

horses in training in Britain.’ The reason for

that is very simple. An analysis by the

campaign group Keep Owners in Racing

shows that the median return from prize-

money for an owner is about 8% of his costs.

That, remember, is the median return,

meaning a huge number of owners get even

less. 

So, if we take total costs (training fees

plus expenses) as about £2,500 a month, the

annual cost is about £30,000. If the horse

wins 8% of those costs in prize-money

(about £2,400), it means the owner loses

£27,600 a year with each horse. And that’s

without even considering the purchase price!

As the majority of horses are worth less as a

three-year-old than as a yearling, another

loss must be added to the running costs.

There are the exceptions to the rule, and I

think everybody hopes to be the exception

to that rule, but they realise after a time that,

in reality, you cannot beat the odds. 

HERE has been so much written lately

about poor prize-money and the fact it

should be increased that I don't even read the

stuff anymore because nothing ever

happens. I have had horses in training with

the Johnstons for more than 25 years and

prize-money is the same now as when I

started. And bear in mind that for a Swiss-

based owner like myself it is even worse, as

the pound has dropped about 50% against

the Swiss Franc and some other major

currencies during the same period.

As I see it, if the UK continues with the

same system, no real improvements will be

achieved as the racetracks and the bookies

just look out for themselves. Contrast things

in the UK with France and Hong Kong,

where so much of the profit goes back into

racing. 

In the UK, prize-money is an expense for

the racetracks, and they pay only what is

absolutely necessary to attract enough

runners. If they pay more, they reduce their

profitability, so why would they?

Meanwhile, the bookies and gamblers don’t

care about the prize-money just as long as

the horses run. The bookies are taking the

cream off the cake! Owners should not enter

horses if the prize-money is really bad. In

fact, owners should receive appearance

money for each runner, as they provide the

necessary tools for the industry to make

money from.

OME might say the owners are the

most underprivileged people in this

game, because they are the only ones losing

money across the business. But will that

always be the case? Does owning a horse

have the same prestige it did years ago? Do

owners get enough compensation to be

willing to lose money year after year? 

We have seen lately that after some big

owners died, a lot of their horses were sold

and not replaced, which meant a fair few

trainers lost some horses. Those billionaire,

big owners didn't care about prize-money,

but will the younger generation coming

through, and the newly targeted middle-class

owners, be the same? Maybe not, as they

have many other ways to spend their ‘fun

money’. 

In the end it all comes down to how much

I can afford to lose by having a horse in

training. 

Costs are not going to come down, so the

only way to achieve a better result for

owners is to provide higher prize-money.

Don’t get me wrong. I love horse racing in

Britain, it is the most exciting in the world.

And if prize-money is increased to where

it should be, it will attract even more people,

both domestically and from all around the

world.

A Personal View
Owner Markus Graff has had many horses with the
Johnston yard over the years,  such as Goodwood Cup
winner Darasim and dual Royal Ascot winner Oriental Fox.
He is an independent Asset Manager, racehorse breeder
and owner, and lives near Zurich Switzerland. 
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